Soccer success is all about skill: study
29 November 2017
Professor Wilson is collaborating with elite soccer
academies in Brazil, where he is testing new
protocols for skill development in junior players.
"Our research shows that skill is fundamental to
player success in soccer," he said.
"Skill is complex and multidimensional—and we
need to measure all aspects of it—with the next step
to work out how to improve these aspects in
developing players.
"Brazilian football academies understand the
importance of developing skill in young players,
which gives us a great opportunity to test our ideas
A new study finds skill -- not speed -- determines soccer and find new ways to improve youth training."
performance. Credit: Nick Wiebe

Professor Wilson hopes to bring his knowledge
back to Australia to improve the nation's
international standing and World Cup potential.
A new study led by UQ School of Biological
Sciences Professor Robbie Wilson used analytic
techniques developed in evolutionary biology to
determine the impact of a player's skill, athletic
ability, and balance on their success during a
game.

"Australia will only become a successful footballing
nation if we innovate rather than replicate," he said.

"There are kids with an incredible amount of skill
who aren't being selected for teams and training
programs because they can't run as fast at nine,
The researchers found it was their skill—not speed, 10, or 11 years old.
strength, or fitness—that was the most important
factor.
"These kids need to be given a chance and the
science of skill is on their side."
"Higher skill allows players to have a greater
impact on the game," Professor Wilson said.
Professor Wilson is funded by an Australian
Research Council Future Fellowship to study the
"Accurate passing and greater ball control are
evolutionary basis of performance.
more important for success than high speed,
strength and fitness.
The study, in collaboration with Arizona State
University researchers, has been published in
"It may be obvious to soccer fans and coaches that Proceedings of the Royal Society B.
players like Lionel Messi and Neymar are the best
due to their skill.
More information: Robbie S. Wilson et al, Skill
not athleticism predicts individual variation in match
"However, 90 per cent of research on soccer
performance of soccer players, Proceedings of the
players is based on how to improve their speed,
Royal Society B: Biological Sciences (2017). DOI:
strength, and agility—not their skill."
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